
New type mulit pocket men's workwear vest,Grey color easy clean
vest china manufacturer
 

Product Name: Safety Vest Application: Outdoor

Size: S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL Standard: SGS

Fabric: 100%polyester Main Market: South America

Fabric Weight: 130GSM Season: Spring/Autumn/Summer/Winter

Specifications:
 

Details of Workwear
Safety vest

Size From S to 5XL European Size

Zipper PVC zipper,Nylon Zipper,Brass Zipper

Color Orange or Navy blue.Other color is also aviable.

Gender Unisex

Pocket 8 pockets in total.

Fabric
Choose

100%polyester poplin fabric,110GSM
100%polyester poplin fabric,130GSM
100%polyester,240GSM

Fabric
Weight

110-240g/㎡

Reflective
Tape

Normal reflective tapes or high visibility reflective
tapes

Market South America such as Chile

Sample We can provide you with samples.It will take about 10 working
days as usual.

Supply The supply we provide is OEM.

Workmanship Stitching Single stitching,double stitching and triple stitching

Packaging Nomal
Polybag

1 piece/nomal polybag

Carton 50pcs/carton

MEAS 65cm*38cm*14cm

Series Recommendation Orange high visibility vest,high visibility coverall

Description
 
* Chile type one piece
* Reflective Tapes(1")
* On the left side pocket without flap but with zipper and a mobile pocket on that
* On the other side, 2 pockets with flap



 
* In the middle of vest, 2 zipper from left to right
* At the bottom of vest, 4 pockets without flap, but it can open or close with zipper.

FAQ

 

1. who are we?
   We are based in Wuhan,China, start from 2005,sell to 40 countries. There are total about 200
workers in our factory.

 

2. how can we guarantee quality?
    Always a pre-production sample before mass production;  
    Always final Inspection before shipment.

 

3. how can we avoid delay?
   on-time delivery is very important for our business; once we promise the time, we would do it; if we
fail we would take responsibility.

 

 4. why should you buy from us not from other suppliers?
   Our team have 10 years experience, selling to 40 countries;we are very experienced in international
business;
   we know suitable price and on-time delivery are the two key points; 
   we supply good service rather than only products.

 

5.    Can we get your free samples?
Yes,our sample is
free,but marked “Freight Collect”.After the first transaction conclude,we will reduce the freight.

6.What's your normal lead time?
In 60days after receiving the deposit or B/L or L/C.
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